The Evidence Room
Until January 28, 2018 | Free with museum admission

An examination of the chilling role architecture played in constructing Auschwitz.
Find out more | #evidenceRoom
Organized by the University of Waterloo School of Architecture
Lead Patrons: Rob & Penny Richards, The Gerald Schwartz & Heather Reisman Foundation
Supporting Patron: Larry & Judy Tanenbaum Family
Exhibition Patron: The Jay and Barbara Hennick Family Foundation

SAVE 20% OFF
ROM ADMISSION
Use your discount code below and
buy your tickets now!
- Visit our website
- Order tickets and use the promo
code:

Valid for online ticket purchases only. Cannot be used with other promotions. Not valid during Friday discounted hours.
Not valid for Friday Night Live or any other separately ticketed programs.

On Now

Anishinaabeg: Art & Power
Until November 19, 2017 | Free with Museum admission

Explore the life, traditions, and sacred stories of the Anishinaabeg as told through
their powerful art over the last two centuries.
Find out more
The ROM gratefully acknowledges the financial support of the Ontario Government for this Ontario150 initiative.
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Out of the Depths: The Blue Whale Story
Until September 4, 2017 | Specially ticketed exhibition

Discover a story bigger than all of us in this ROM original exhibition and come face
to face with the world's largest animal...ever.
Find out more | #ROMBLUEWHALE
The ROM gratefully acknowledges the financial support of the Ontario Government for this Ontario150 initiative.

From our friends

Maker Festival
100+ makers are coming to Toronto Reference Library this weekend, July 8 & 9!
Play with robots, try VR, build a paddle boat, and check out the latest
technologies.
Register your FREE attendance today

Save 30% off the regular Orchestra ticket price*
See the enchanting children's fable Bello on Sunday October 15, 2 pm
In a far off land, in a time before phones and light bulbs, there lived a lonely boy
named Bern. One day on the way home from school he gets lost in a snowstorm
where he meets an old woman who's been shunned by the village. And from this
chance encounter, Bern makes a discovery - about himself, his family and the
importance of compassion. Bello (ages 5-9) runs October 10 to 20, 2017.
Book online or call 416.862.2222 x2 and use promo code Bello17
*Regular tickets: Adults $26, Youth/Senior $21 - plus service charges and HST.

Connect with us

See what's happening #atROM!

